The centralized system you're not using:
ENTERPRISE LABEL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Is your company:
Moving towards a lean approach?
Following specific government regulations and initiatives?
Trying to improve efficiency, reduce errors, or have more control?
Growing, expanding, or acquiring?

Your company could benefit from Enterprise Label Management
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Enterprise Label Management software allows you to reap the benefits of a
Centralized Labeling Environment

Centralized Labeling Environments set you up to:
Decrease misprints and waste from setting approval rules and
customizing the user experience
Cut out unnecessary manual steps in the labeling process to
reduce costly human errors
Eliminate the need for local software installs through configurable
browser printing interfaces
Reduce complexity by integrating with an already existing ERP
or business system

SAVE TIME & REDUCE ERRORS

After implementing
an enterprise label
management system,
one company saw its
daily misprint rate
drop from 20% to
less than 1%, saving
time and money!

Centralize your labeling environment with TEKLYNX CENTRAL!
TEKLYNX CENTRAL software:

Uses CODESOFT label
design software for an
easy design process

Uses SENTINEL print
automation software to
remove human interaction

Request a free enterprise label management
consultation, and a TEKLYNX expert will reach out to
answer your questions.

Uses LABEL ARCHIVE label
security and traceability
software to prevent costly errors

Request a Consultation

About TEKLYNX International
TEKLYNX International is the world’s leading barcode and RFID labeling software developer and
solutions provider. An industry innovator for over 30 years, TEKLYNX helps companies operate smoothly
and efficiently by implementing labeling solutions that streamline operations while staying ahead of
industry-specific compliance and emerging regulations. TEKLYNX is world-renowned for its customer
service; offering flexible purchase options, unparalleled service and support, and a comprehensive
product offering that grows with companies over time. With operations in the United States, Europe, Latin
America, Japan, China and Singapore, more than 630,000 companies in over 120 countries look to
TEKLYNX integrated software solutions for their standard of success.
Learn more about TEKLYNX' enterprise labeling system at www.teklynx.com/central
888-629-4444

www.teklynx.com

